IOLA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

ACADEMICS FAQ

If kids are sent home for a day or a week, will they be doing the same type of instruction they did
from March to May? Just Zoom?

No. In the spring, the district provided "instructional support". If school closes for an extended
amount of time in the upcoming year, we will be providing instruction, which has to meet
specific guidelines set by TEA, and requires students be engaged on a daily basis to be counted
"present' for the day.

Is Iola ISD getting a program for online learning such as Schoology or any type of online
program?

Iola ISD is seeking the best Learning Management System possible for our students, parents, and
teachers. This LMS will be announced at a later date.

What training are the teachers receiving before school starts for at home instruction in case the
school doors are closed? What platform will be adopted that is different than the spring? Will
there be a unified platform (Ex: Schoology) for all campuses to use or it will be individual
platforms for each class? How will at home instruction next year compare to what we
experienced in the spring?

Remote learning will look completely different in the fall. The mindset has shifted from
providing "instructional support" in the spring to providing instruction in the fall. Iola ISD is
seeking the best Learning Management System possible for our students, parents, and teachers.
This LMS will be announced at a later date. Keep in mind, remote learning is being provided to
those families that do not feel comfortable with their child coming back to campus at this time;
and to everyone if we have to close the district for an extended period of time.
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Is there still a possibility that the District will choose the hybrid model previously mentioned as a
potential learning option?

The hybrid model is not being considered for the 2020-21 school year at this time. During a
recent communication with the Texas Education Commissioner, he stated that the District could
not mandate parents keep their children at home for virtual learning. It can only be an option.
Given this guideline, it is impossible for Iola ISD to offer a hybrid model of instruction requiring
students to be home certain days and in school certain days. In addition, Iola ISD does not have
the resources or capacity to implement a hybrid model alongside on-site instruction and virtual
instruction. Iola ISD is concentrating its efforts toward on-site instruction and the virtual
instruction model.

We originally chose the remote instruction option; however, we now prefer to transition to onsite instruction. May we make this change?

Parents will have an initial opportunity to choose on-site or virtual instruction up until July 30.
Parents should have received a survey to choose their preferred option from their child’s
respective principal.
Once school has started, parents who choose virtual instruction for their students may transition
to on-site instruction at the completion of the six-weeks grading cycle.
Students who register after school has started will decide prior to their first day of instruction.

What is the plan for special education students?

The District is currently working with the Grimes County Special Education Cooperative to
determine how best to address the needs of special populations. These students are important to
Iola ISD and the District is carefully considering how to meet each child’s unique needs. Please
reference the Special Education Return to School Guidance for updated information.
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Will grading be different between on-campus instruction and virtual?

No, according to TEA guidance, the grading policies for virtual instruction must be consistent
with the District’s grading policies for on-campus instruction.

How will ranking and GPA work with some students virtual and others in-person?

Grading for all virtual courses will follow the same grading policy as the courses in the face-toface model. Iola ISD virtual courses that earn high school credit will count in GPA calculation
and class rank. According to TEA guidance, the grading policies for remote instruction must be
consistent with the District’s grading policies for on-campus assignments.

Will there be STAAR testing in the 2020-21 school year?

According to the TEA website, the STAAR testing calendar has been updated and reflects
testing dates during the 2020-21 school year.

Does Iola ISD plan to change its truancy or attendance policies?

According to the TEA, truancy and attendance policies are required to continue to be in place, no
matter the setting of the students.
Per Texas Education Code (TEC), 25.092, students must attend 90% of the days a course is
offered (with some exceptions) in order to be awarded credit for the course and/or to be
promoted to the next grade. This requirement remains in force during the 2020-21 school year.
Students participating in on-site and virtual learning will be required to meet these attendance
requirements.
Local attendance requirements related to semester exam exemptions have been removed for the
2020-21 school year.
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Will the remote learning curriculum mirror the on-campus curriculum?

The virtual model will have a separate instructional design, but will utilize the same curriculum,
pacing, and grading guidelines as on-site instruction.

Will lessons be taught live or via pre-recorded video?

Students will have both live and pre-recorded lessons. They may also receive instruction in the
following ways (including, but not limited to):
●

Authentic student work/assignments with timely and relevant feedback for continued
progress in learning of the standard
●
Hands-on activities which may need an extra pair of at “home” hands
●
Choice boards and playlists
●
Assessments
●
●
●

Video lessons
Project based learning/assignments
Group/partner projects

Will assignments be due daily or weekly?

Students will have lessons each day and assignments that are due at teacher discretion just like
the on-site classroom. The remote model will not be like the at-home learning model from this
past spring where students could complete all the assignments for a given week in one day.
Students must engage daily in order to fulfill attendance requirements for completion of the
course.
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How will remote learning courses be graded?

According to TEA guidance, the grading policies for remote instruction must be consistent with
the District’s grading policies for on-site assignments.

How will attendance be taken with the remote learning model?

TEA requires that attendance is taken daily in remote instruction.
Staff in the remote instructional setting will check daily for student “engagement.” If students are
engaged for the day, they would be marked “present.”
“Engaged” means any of these three occur:
● Progress in the Learning Management System (to be determined) made that day; or
● Progress from student interactions with teachers made that day; or
● Turn-in of assignment(s) that day

Will the rigor levels and expectations be the same for remote learning as in person?

Remote instruction will have a separate instructional design but will utilize the same highquality, rigorous Iola ISD curriculum as students who are in on-site instruction. The level of
rigor, workload, time commitment and timing of classes will be different from the spring 2020
at-home learning plan.
During remote instruction, time management is critical to success. Students and teachers must
remain in communication regarding daily schedules and assignments. As with any traditional
course, there is a risk of receiving a lower grade if a student falls behind.
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Who will be my student’s remote teacher, and will that teacher be from our home campus?

Remote courses will be taught by Iola ISD teachers. Iola ISD has exceptional teachers, and
students and parents can expect the same caliber of teacher and a consistent experience.
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On-Site FAQ

If the kids do have normal on campus classes, and 1 child ends up with COVID, does that shut
the whole school down?

According to the district interpretation of the guidelines published by TEA, no, this would not
close the whole school down.

If a child just in the elementary or just in the secondary comes down with COVID, will that shut
the whole school down?

According to the district interpretation of the guidelines published by TEA, no, this would not
close the whole school down.

If a teacher, in the school comes down with COVID, does that shut the school down?

According to the district interpretation of the guidelines published by TEA, no, this would not
close the whole school down.

What exactly will warrant shutting down and going to at home instruction?

Districts typically close schools and apply for a "missed school days waiver" due to illness when
attendance is 10% lower than the average daily attendance. TEA has not set a specific threshold
for closing schools, and therefore this will have to be evaluated on a case by case basis.
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Will masks be required all day?

Yes, according to TEA’s requirements, every student (10 years of age and older), teacher, and
staff member shall wear a mask over the nose and mouth when inside a school building where it
is not feasible to maintain 6 feet of social distancing from another person not in the same
household.

What will the local protocol / threshold be for determining when the school has to "shut down?”
Is there a local threshold in place that will trigger a shut down? Will this protocol be determined
ahead of time or just evaluated on an as needed basis? Is it ultimately left up to each local
district and county? What are your thoughts on this? Who makes this determination and will it
be presented to parents before school starts?
Districts typically close schools and apply for a "missed school days waiver" due to illness when
attendance is 10% lower than the average daily attendance. TEA has not set a specific threshold
for closing schools, and therefore this will have to be evaluated on a case by case basis.

After reviewing the guidelines they have set forth, we expect that any required closures will be
minimal, unless Governor Abbott orders schools close again. According to the
guidelines released yesterday, we would only have to close to clean the area that the student or
staff has been in, and it is feasible that it can be done in one day, if not overnight or in the early
morning which would allow us to keep the doors open.
No one has stated any guidelines that address a threshold for closing due to COVID. However,
the threshold set in place for a district to apply for a "missed school days waiver" due to illness is
when your attendance is 10% below your average daily attendance.

What will the daily sanitization protocols be?
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Information regarding disease mitigation can be found here. Please also reference the logistical
guidance for Elementary, or Secondary School to find tailored information for each of those
groups.

Is Iola ISD requiring daily screenings of students and staff?

●
●
●

Staff will be required to self-screen for COVID-19 symptoms prior to reporting to work
each day.
Parents/guardians are expected to screen their students for COVID-19 symptoms each day
prior to sending their student to school.
Teachers will monitor students and refer to the nurse if symptoms are present

Will all students and staff be required to wear masks at all times?
Yes, according to TEA’s requirements, every student (10 years of age and older), teacher, and
staff member shall wear a mask over the nose and mouth when inside a school building where it
is not feasible to maintain 6 feet of social distancing from another person not in the same
household.

Can students wear face coverings even when they are not required?

Yes, students are welcome and encouraged to wear face coverings in circumstances where they
are not required. The District wants students to feel comfortable, safe and supported at school.

What will lunch and recess look like?

Please reference the logistical guidance for Elementary, or Secondary School for more
information regarding the logistics of lunch and recess. Notably, the details on those documents
are subject to change as new information is received or health conditions merit.
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How many students will be in my child’s class?

An approximate number or range of students in each class is difficult to predict until Iola ISD
receives confirmation from families regarding their choice of on-site or virtual instructional
option. Once this preliminary data is available, the District can begin planning master schedules
and determining class sizes.

Has Iola ISD considered keeping students in one place and rotating the teachers?

Yes, the District has weighed the feasibility of keeping students in the same classroom all day,
along with many other strategies being considered in educational circles. The District is currently
planning the master schedule for campuses, which directly impacts the movement of students
and teachers. At the elementary level, it is possible for specialized content teachers to move to
students. This is not feasible in circumstances that require specialized classroom equipment or
instructional settings. It is also problematic due to the large number and diversity of courses
offered at the secondary level. In a district that prides itself in student opportunity, the ability to
group cohorts of students together for all their coursework is limited by the desire to allow
students to choose courses based on their own interests.

Will Iola ISD use partitions or something similar to provide a physical barrier between students
in the classroom?

Desks or tables will be socially distanced as much as instructionally possible. Please reference
the logistical guidance for Elementary, or Secondary School to find tailored information for
each of those groups.
Students who receive special education services will have additional face-to-face measures
available including clear barriers during small group instruction. Learn more in the Special
Education Guidance Document.

Will school bus capacity be limited for those using District transportation?
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Bus capacity will not be limited; however, based on routes and ridership Iola ISD will attempt to
limit capacity as much as possible to allow for social distancing.

If a student tests positive, do his or her classmates have to quarantine as well?

Students or staff who come into close contact as defined by the Center for Disease Control
(CDC) with a COVID-19 positive individual will be required to self-quarantine for 14 days.
They may not return to campus during that time and will pivot to virtual learning. Upon the
completion of the 14 day quarantine, students may return to on-site learning.

What happens if there is a COVID-19 spike and schools need to shut down?

Large groups of elementary and secondary students can pivot to the remote learning model for a
short or extended period of time. The length of the group quarantine will be based on health
guidelines provided by state and local agencies.

If my student has to participate in virtual learning, will daily attendance be taken?

Yes, TEA requires that attendance is taken daily in virtual instruction.
Staff in the virtual instructional setting will check daily for student “engagement.” If students are
engaged for the day, they would be marked “present.”
“Engaged” means any of these three occur:
● Progress in the Learning Management System (Schoology) made that day; or
● Progress from student interactions with teachers made that day; or
● Turn-in of assignment(s) that day
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